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Abstract. This position paper focusses on the context-awareness feature in the domain of pervasive computing. Our particular interest is
to investigate how context information may influence the communication between applications in this domain. We identify the problem of
tangling context information with the definition of functional behaviour,
and propose a solution based on a role-model to overcome this problem.
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Introduction

Within the domain of pervasive computing, context-awareness has commonly
been defined as the ability of an application to adapt itself to its dynamic environment. The context of an application is defined as any information in the
application’s surroundings that may influence its current state or behaviour.
Upon a change in the context, an application can either respond directly by
invoking some functionality, or modify its behaviour for future interactions. The
latter shows the need for context-dependent dynamic adaptation of application’s
behaviour [1].
In an interaction between two entities, the behaviour of the message receiver
does not only depend on the context itself, but also on the context of the sender.
We can illustrate this by envisaging a context-aware cell phone which notifies
differently the incoming calls according to both the location of its user and the
identity of the caller. These two facts belong to different contexts: the caller’s
identity is part of the caller’s context whereas the callee’s location is located in
the callee’s context.
In order for the receiver of a message to adapt its behaviour according to the
context of the communication partners, the sender’s context has to be passed in
the message. However, this context should not get entangled with the functional
behaviour of the receiver since this would inevitably lead to less understandable
and maintainable code.
?
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We propose the use of a role-based model to circumvent the entanglement
problem. Such a model allows us to cleanly separate the declaration of the behaviour from its selection. In order to make this selection context-dependent, we
present a context-dependent role selection mechanism that identifies the most
appropriate role for the current context conditions of the participants in a communication process. We describe an implementation of context-dependent roles
based on split objects [2], a model that uses the object delegation mechanism to
represent the different roles of an entity.
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Context-Dependent Communications in Pervasive
Computing

In order to illustrate how the context influences the communication between
two applications, we will focus on a scenario in the domain of pervasive wireless
networks. For this purpose, we consider a system composed of context-aware entities (objects, components, applications, etc.) residing on different mobile and
embedded devices. In this system, the context may vary from one entity to another. Moreover, different entities may be aware of different context information.
We go out from the premise that every computer system is aware of its context,
and that it gets notified when its context changes (like in the ContextToolkit
framework [3]). Figure 1 illustrates the communication between two entities with
different surrounding context information.

Context-aware applications
<loc: office>

<user: Alice>

<temp: 20°C>

<temp: 35°C>
Different contexts

Fig. 1. A context-dependent communication

The most common scenario of context-awareness envisages an entity being
influenced by its direct surrounding context. Upon reception of a message, the
entity may tailor its response to its context. As an example, we recall the contextaware cell phone example. This device may use, for instance, its physical location
to provide location-dependent behaviour (e.g. different ways of notifying incoming calls). This implies that the cell phone application has to dynamically adapt
its behaviour in response to changes of location. Note that this adaptation does
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not imply a complete change of behaviour. In this example, the location information should just modify the part of the behaviour related to signaling incoming
calls.
In a different scenario, the receiver’s behaviour might not only be influenced
by its own context, but also by the context of the sender. For instance, the cell
phone application could also notify incoming calls according to the context information of the caller (identity, location or even some kind of “urgency level of
the call”). This context dependency requires the information of the sender to be
included somehow in the message. Nevertheless, this information should not interfere with the original method invocation (e.g. passing this information as new
parameters in the method invocation), as this would harm the understandability
and the maintainability of the code.
Both scenarios show the strong relation between the context information and
the behaviour of an application. However, this does not imply that context information and behaviour should be entangled with one another. Reasoning about
context information inside the behaviour’s implementation would lead to undesirable situations such as scattered context-dependent if-statements, resulting in
cluttered and less readable code.
An alternative solution could be the use of polymorphism. However, in a setting of pervasive computing, we can have many context parameters. Expressing
all the combinations of context parameters in a hierarchical way, would inevitably
lead to a combinatorial explosion of class definitions. This is why we conclude
that in order to deal with context-dependent communications, we need a model
that satisfies the following conditions:
Dynamic behaviour composition The model should enable the implementation of applications based on composable parts, in order to represent partial
adaptation of behaviours.
Dynamic context adaptation The model should enable an application to
adapt to the context by dynamically switching its behaviour. With context,
we mean the contexts of both participants in the communication.
Context-dependent messages The model should provide a message passing
mechanism that allows programmers to include context information without
coupling it with original method invocation.
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A Role Model for Context-Dependent Behaviour

In this section, we show how a model based on roles can satisfy the three conditions for context-dependent behaviour. In such a model, application entities
are composed of roles which represent the different behaviours the entity can
adopt according to the context. A role is a particular point of view on an entity
that has an identification and a partial definition of that entity. In addition, a
role can specialise another role so that different roles can share behaviour. The
model’s message sending protocol allows the specification of the role the receiver
should adopt to respond to the message. Hence, if context-dependent behaviour
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is modelled as roles, an application could adapt to its context by just assuming
the appropriate role.
In the object-oriented literature, the essence of role-based model has been
previously studied by [4–6]. In what follows, we focus on the implementation of
roles using split objects [2], evaluating its suitability for context adaptation.
We are currently exploring the development of role-based applications in a
prototype-based language called AmbientTalk [7]. This language adheres to the
ambient-oriented programming (acronym AmOP) paradigm which was specially
invented for pervasive computing. One of claim the AmOP paradigm makes is
that prototypes are better suited for software development in this domain. This
is why we opted for split objects; a prototype-based approach to the role model.
3.1

Modelling Roles with Split Objects

The Split objects approach uses the delegation mechanism of prototype-based
languages to represent the different roles of an entity (called viewpoints). A split
object is defined by a collection of pieces (represented by objects in the delegation
hierarchy) that hold part of the description of the state and behaviour of the
split object. Each piece denotes a role and the delegation hierarchy denotes the
specialisation of roles. Split objects are first class entities, whereas pieces are
not. It means that only split objects are directly accessible. Messages to split
objects are sent on a per viewpoint basis, which means that a message has to
specify the role(s) from which the split object should respond to this message
(no specification of the role implies for the split object to adopt the most general
role found at the root of the delegation hierarchy).
We now evaluate the convenience of representing context-aware applications
as split objects based on the conditions of context-dependent communications
we identified in Section 2:
Dynamic behaviour composition Using split objects, context-dependent behaviours can conveniently be modelled as pieces. Since these pieces are structured in an object delegation hierarchy, programmers can benefit from the
flexibility of this structure for performing dynamic behaviour composition.
In a split object:
– pieces can dynamically be added, eliminated or modified.
– properties of a piece (variables and methods stored in the slots of the
object representing the piece) can be dynamically added, eliminated or
modified.
Figure 2 illustrates a basic role-based implementation of the cell phone application using split objects. The application is modelled as a split object
where the pieces represent the different context-dependent behaviours. Partially modifying the behaviour is easy to achieve since split objects can share
and specialise behaviour. We can see that the #loud and #discreet roles,
are sharing the behaviour of the #call method, while they are specialising
the default behaviour of the signal method.
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<loc: office>

#general
as(#loud) signal()

call(n)
signal()

signal()

signal()

#loud

#discreet

Cell phone application as a split
object

Fig. 2. A location-aware cell phone application as a split object

Dynamic context adaptation A split object only adopts a specific behaviour
if it receives a message indicating a role. In such a case, the split object
responds to the message based on the delegation chain of the piece denoting
such role. In the example of the cell phone, if the #loud role is specified in a
incoming message, the application will respond according to the delegation
chain composed of the pieces #loud and #general.
However, the specification of a role in the messages is not always possible,
since the sender may not necessarily know the different roles of the receiver.
We need, therefore, an additional process to select the role an application
should adopt according to the current context conditions. We have called
this process the context-dependent role selection, which is discussed in the
following section.
Context-dependent messages Split objects provide a message sending mechanism that separates the specification of the role from the method invocation
(e.g. cellPhone as(#loud) signal()). We believe that a similar scheme
should be used to pass context information of the sender without coupling
it to the method invocation. We also discuss about this abstraction in the
message sending mechanism in the following section.
3.2

Context-Dependent Role Selection

In the beginning of this paper, we have argued that in a communication between
two entities, the response may depend on the contexts of both participants. For
coping with these context dependencies, we subsequently proposed a role-based
model, in which different kinds of behaviour are shaped into roles. Because we
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also want dynamic adaptation of behaviour depending on context, we need a
mechanism to use the context information for selecting a role. We have shown
that a good separation between context information and behaviour specification
is a must for ensuring understandability and maintainability. As such, we need a
mechanism that bridges the gap between context information and role selection.

with (<user: Alice>,
<urgency: high>) signal()
as (#loud) signal()

Context-dependent
role selector

Cell phone as
a split object

Fig. 3. Context-dependent role selection

We envisage a context-dependent role selection mechanism, that uses the
context information of all the communication partners for deciding which role
the receiver should take. Figure 3 sketches the communication process of our
model. We can see that the context-dependent role selector takes as input a
contextualised message and consequently calls the message in a split-object way
(by specifying which role the receiver should take). Note that we need a way to
get the context information from both the sender and the receiver to the role
selector. This will be further discussed in section 4.
In order to improve the understanding of the message sending protocol, we
describe step by step how a message is delivered from caller to callee in our
cellular phone example:
1. The caller sends a message that contains the method invocation and (part
of) the context information of the sender. We could represent this “contextualised” message as follows:
cellPhone with(<user:Alice>,<urgency:high>) signal()
2. The message is received by the context-dependent role selector which is also
aware of the context information of the receiver.
3. The role selector searches for the appropriate role according to the contexts
of both sender and receiver.
4. Once the role has been selected, the role selector sends a new message with
similar sender, receiver and method invocation to the original message, but
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now also including the role that the receiver should adopt in order to produce
a response. The translated message has the same form as the messages in
split objects:
cellPhone as(#loud) signal()
5. Finally, the receiver (which is a split object) adopts the role and produces a
response.
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Discussion and Future Work

In this section, we give an overview of some issues that were raised throughout
this paper. For each of these issues, we propose some solutions and discuss about
the consequences they might have. Because we did not take any final decision
yet on these issues, each one of them presents a topic for future work.
Where should the context-dependent role selector be located? We
identify three possible positions for locating the selector: at the sender-side, at
the receiver-side or in the connection between both. Throughout this paper, we
assumed that the role selector resides on the receiver side. Since the role selector
needs to be aware of the different roles the receiver can take, it seems reasonable
to locate it on the receiver side. Moreover, this would also ease the process of
getting the context of the receive to the role-selector.
How do we get the sender’s context information to the role selector? Because contexts need to passed around in our model, we have to choose
wether this is done by using a pull- or a push-strategy. Throughout this paper,
we assumed a push-strategy, in which the context information is pushed to the
receiver together with the message. However, one could opt for a pull-strategy,
in which the initiating message does not contain any context-information. In
that case, the role selector would query the communication participants for the
information it requires for selecting the appropriate role for the receiver. This
discussion boils down to the classic differences between push- and pull-models
(identified in the observer pattern in [8]). A push-model requires less communications, but might have unnecessary overhead, as some context information
could not be necessary to select a role.
How would the decision making process look like? The role selector
takes as input the context parameters of all the communication partners. From
the moment that all the context parameters are present, the role selector can
start the role selection process. This process may be supported by a rule-based
engine which reasons about the context parameters and determines the role
that corresponds to such parameters. The rules should be implemented in a
declarative way, so that they are easy to write, understand and expand.
A similar rule-based system for behaviour selection can be found in the context of subject-oriented programming [9]
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When should we pass information as context and when as method
parameters? The difference between the context and method parameters lies
in the role selection process. While context parameters are used for selecting a
role, method parameters are just passed on to the callee. The decision of using a
context or method parameter is thus application-dependent and should be taken
by the application designer.
Can we model communication between more than two participants?
Throughout this paper, we always exemplified our model by communications
between two parties. Our model, however, could easily be extended to support
more communication partners. In a previous implementation of role models, this
extension has been successfully accomplished by including the notion of activites
[10]. Nevertheless, this would rule out the positioning of the role selector at the
caller and the connector sides.
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Conclusion

This paper tackles a problem that was identified in the domain of pervasive computing. In this domain, applications are said to be context-aware, since they are
aware of their surroundings, and can act upon changes in these surroundings.
A context-aware application acts differently on a message it receives, depending
on its context. We showed however, that in an communication between two or
more context-aware applications, the behaviour of the receiver does not only
depend on its own context, but also of the context of the other communication
partners. We showed that in such a setting, we need (i) a way to cleanly separate the context information from the functional behaviour, (ii) a mechanism to
send context information around, and (iii) a way to dynamically adopt to the
appropriate role in a certain context.
We propose the use of a role-based model, because it allows us to cleanly
separate the declaration of the behavior from its selection (satisfying the first
requirement). The model’s message sending protocol allows the specification of
the role the receiver should adopt to respond to the message. Modelling contextdependent behaviour as roles, would allow the application to adopt to its context
by just assuming the appropriate role. This is how the role-based model satisfies
the second requirement.
In order to make sure that the receiving entity adopts the appropriate role,
we present a context-dependent role selection mechanism that identifies the most
appropriate role for the current context conditions of the participants in a communication process. This mechanism should reside on the receiver’s side, and
should be implemented as a rule-based reasoning system that is composed of
declarative rules, making them easier to write, understand and expand.
We describe an implementation of this model based on split objects [2], and
show how this implementation satisfies the three requirements that were stated
above, and as such solves the problem that was identified.
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